[The blocking of the proliferation of the human endothelial cells in culture by beta-irradiation from internal and external sources of the radiation. S-block is induced by the 3H2O beta-particles].
Recently we shown that low doses (0.12-0.46 Gy) of (methyl-3H)-thymidine incorporated into human endothelial cells induce the accumulation cells in G2-phase of the cell cycle. The temperate doses of (1-6 Gy) gamma-rays 137Cs were less effective in the induction of the G2-block estimated by flow cytometry analysis of DNA content and in the induction of the chromosome aberrations (bridges and fragments in anaphase). The aim of this study was the comparative investigation of efficiency of beta-rays emitted 3H from 3H-thymidine and 3H2O by several of the cellular parameters. Here we shown that at the equal conditions of the incubation of the cells in medium with 3H2O induced the accumulation cells in S-phase without decreasing of the mitotic activity and without increasing of the chromosome aberrations level. Unlike from 3H2O the incubation of the cells with 3H-thymidine induced the accumulation cells in G2-phase with decrease of the mitotic activity and with increase of the chromosome aberrations level. Concurrent treatment cells with 3H-thymidine and thymidine abrogate these cellular effects of the 3H-thymidine. Inhibitor ATM-kinase caffeine abrogate as G2-block as S-phase block. These results suggest that the low-dose beta-radiation activates S-phase and G2-phase checkpoints requiring ATM-mediated signal transduction pathway. The factors, which impact on the efficiency of the internal and of the external sources of the irradiation, depend on theirs disposition in relation to radiosensitive target--DNA was discussed.